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Abstract - For their day-to-day Transportation, a large part
of the population relies on public transport, particularly buses.
In India an average of 200 people are killed daily as a result of
a footboard accident published by India’s Central Government.
The Internet of Things concept will play an important role in
building a system to avoid footboard accidents from occurring
particularly during bus travel. Here we are introducing an IOT
based Step Lock System in Bus, an Automatic Footboard
accident prevention system to secure passenger safety when
travelling in the buses. The System includes an IR Sensor,
Ultrasonic Sensor, Sound Buzzer and LCD Display. The
Ultrasonic Sensor is mounted to the side walls of the bus
footboard to detect the presence of passengers. To detect the
bus motion , the IR Sensor is attached to the front wheel of the
bus. Thus when the bus is in motion condition and if the
passengers are on footboard the Sensor signals are
transmitted to the Arduino board, and the Sound Buzzer
mechanism will be actuated by the Arduino board. This Buzzer
alerts travelers not to be on Footboards. “STEP INTO BUS” is
shown in a LCD and will be visible to passengers on the bus
and mostly positioned to warn the passengers on the
footboard. Without any human intervention, the entire system
is programmed. The present system guarantees the passengers
that they are secure by significally reducing the number of
deaths.
Key Words: Footboard, Arduino, Buzzer, Ultrasonic
sensor, IR Sensor, LCD Display

A Significant number of passengers die each year from
accidents caused by footboard travel in buses. Either driver
or passenger’s negligence may cause affliction. Thus
passenger safety is assured by the implementation of an
intelligent bus system. Footboard tracking and alerting in
buses plays an important role in the everyday public
transport systems. It is very important to monitor
footboards in any transport system during the journey.
The fundamental goal of this project is to build an embedded
framework for developing monitoring and alerting system
for the bus footboard. Such a device will be controlled with
pair of Sensors such as Ultrasonic Sensor, IR Sensor. The
micro-controller collects data from the Sensors. Using the
Ultrasonic Sensor mounted on the footboard, the Arduino
micro-controller senses the dimension of the passenger. The
relay warns the passengers not to stand on the bus foot step
when the micro-controller receives a signal. So, we can easily
|

Fig -1: Students standing on footboard of a Bus
2. EXISTNG PROBLEM





1. INTRODUCTION
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monitor the physical parameters with the aid of these
embedded control sensors.

Impact Factor value: 7.34

|

A 16-year-old student travelled to velachery,
Chennai in September 2010 on the footboard of an
overcrowded MTC (Metropolitan Transport
Corporation) bus. The teenager was crushed to
death when he slipped and fell under the bus
wheels.
In another incident, a speeding bus was struck by a
lorry on Rajiv Gandhi Salai, Chennai in December
2012, getting passengers hanging on the footboard.
Although there are automatic doors, the failure of
the bus drivers to close the door before starting the
bus makes the automatic doors moot.

Fig -2: Passenger fell down from a moving Bus
3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
The main aim of this project is to develop a footboard
monitoring and alert system in bus based on Arduino. We
use Ultrasonic Sensor, an IR Sensor, a Buzzer, an LCD module
that senses the physical parameters and monitors locally. To
detect the presence of passengers, the Ultrasonic Sensor is
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mounted to the side walls of the bus footboard. To detect the
bus motion the IR Sensor is placed on the wheel. This detects
whether the bus is in move or not. When the bus is in motion
condition and the passengers are on the footboard, the
sensor signals are sent to the Arduino and the Arduino board
activates the Buzzer sound to alert passengers not be on
footboards. “STEP INTO BUS” is displayed in LCD and this
will be visible to the passengers on the bus and mostly
placed to alert the passengers who stood on footboard.
Entire system is automated without any human intervention.
4. BLOCK DIAGRAM
Fig -5: Arduino
4.3 Ultrasonic Sensor
An Ultrasonic sensor is a sensor that uses Ultrasonic sound
waves to gage the distance to an object. An Ultrasonic sensor
sends and receives Ultrasonic pulses which relay back
information on the proximity of an object. This sensor
measures the distance to an object by calculating time lapses
between the Ultrasonic waves being sent and received.

Fig -3: Block Diagram
4.1 Power Supply
It is intended to supply power to all of the above mentioned
sections. It essentially consists of a transformer to step down
to low voltage, followed by diodes, high current. Using
diodes AC is changed to DC. The capacitor filter is used to
filter a rippled DC produced. The voltage obtained by DC is
regulated by means of a positive voltage regulator.

Fig -

6:
Ultrasonic sensor

4.4 IR Sensor
This Sensor module has great adaptive capability of the
ambient light, providing a pair of infrared transmitters and
thus the receiver tube. The infrared emitting tube used to
emit a particular frequency, which encounters an obstacle
detection direction i.e. reflecting the surface, reflecting
infrared back to the receiving tube, after processing the
comparator circuit. The green LED illuminates the effective
distance range 2~80cm working voltage of 3.3V-5V while
the signal output is electrical( a low-level signal) by means
of the potentiometer knob to control the detection distance.
The sensor’s detection range is often adjusted through the
potentiometer.

Fig -4: Power Supply
4.2 Microcontroller
The Arduino is ATMega 328 based micro-controller module.
It has fourteen digital input/output pins(of which six can be
used as PWM outputs), six analog inputs, a USB connection
and a reset button. It contains everything you need to help
the micro-controller, just attach it to a USB device for
initialization.
© 2020, IRJET
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5. CONCLUSION

The Step Lock System in Bus is certainly a promising system
that ensures bus passenger safety and ensures a very safe
and comfortable travel. The system is designed to enable the
system to be mounted easily on buses. The system’s most
important feature is that it is fully automatic.
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Fig -7: IR Sensor
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Fig -9: LCD Display
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